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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

 

 

 ) 

Los Angeles Rag House, Inc. ) 

  ) 

  Opposer, ) Opposition No.:  91229149 

   ) 

 v.  )  Serial No.: 86855859 

   )  Mark:  MAGIC CLOTH 

The Rag Place, Inc. ) 

   ) 

  Applicant. ) 

   ) 

 

OPPOSER’S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF  

FIRST AMENDED NOTICE OF OPPOSITION 

 

 Pursuant to the Board’s order dated November 8, 2016 granting in part and denying in 

part APPLICANT THE RAG PLACE, INC.’S MOTION TO DISMISS FOR OPPOSER’S 

FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM, and granting Opposer leave to Amend its Notice of 

Opposition, Opposer Los Angles Rag House, Inc. hereby moves for entry of the First Amended 

Notice of Opposition which is attached as Exhibit A hereto, including Exhibits 1-15 to the First 

Amended Notice of Opposition.  

 WHEREFORE, Opposer prays that the Board issue an order entering the First Amended 

Notice of Opposition. 

 

  

 Respectfully submitted, 

       

 

Dated:      November 17, 2016     /s/  Joel D. Voelzke   

      Joel D. Voelzke (Reg. No. 37,957) 
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW OFFICES 

OF JOEL VOELZKE, APC 

24772 W. Saddle Peak Road 

Malibu, CA  90265-3042 

Tel: (310) 317-4466 

Fax: (310) 317-4499 

email:  joel@voelzke.com 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that, pursuant to the written agreement reached between counsel 

on September 14, 2016 that, except for voluminous documents, service by email will be 

deemed to be acceptable service in this action, the above and foregoing: 

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FIRST AMENDED NOTICE OF OPPOSITION 

 

was served upon Applicant by email on this  17
th 

 day of   November  , 2016 addressed to: 

Sang N. Dang 

BLUE CAPITAL LAW FIRM, P.C. 

650 Town Center Drive, Suite 1530 

Costa Mesa, California  92626 

SDang@bluecapitallaw.com  

 

Attorney for Applicant  

The Rag Place, Inc. 

 

         /s/  Joel D. Voelzke   

Joel D. Voelzke 

 

  

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

Exhibit A 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

 

 

 ) 

Los Angeles Rag House, Inc. ) 

  ) 

  Opposer, ) Opposition No.:  91229149 

   ) 

 v.  )  Serial No.: 86855859 

   )  Mark:  MAGIC CLOTH 

The Rag Place, Inc. ) 

   ) 

  Applicant. ) 

   ) 

 

FIRST AMENDED NOTICE OF OPPOSITION 

 

 Los Angeles Rag House, Inc., a California corporation (“Opposer”), believes that it will 

be damaged by registration of the mark MAGIC CLOTH (“the Opposed Mark”) as specified in 

Application Serial No. 86855859 (“the Application”), and hereby opposes said Application. 

 As grounds for the opposition, Opposer alleges: 

 1.  Opposer, Los Angeles Rag House, Inc, is a California corporation, with a place of 

business at 11684 Tuxford Street, Los Angeles, California  91352. 

 2.  Upon information and belief, Applicant, The Rag Place, Inc. is a California 

corporation, with an address at 13160 Raymer Street, North Hollywood, California  91605.      

 3.  Applicant filed U.S. Application Serial No. 86855859 (“the Application”) for the term 

MAGIC CLOTH in standard characters for the goods of “Synthetic fiber fabric used to 

manipulate harsh bright light in order to diffuse, soften, or reflect light for use in the motion 

picture, television, theater, and trade industries” in International Class 24, which includes a 

disclaimer of the word “CLOTH.”  In its Application, Applicant claims a date of first use, and a 

date of first use in commerce, of April 26, 2011. 
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 4.  The Application was published in the Official Gazette on May 31, 2016.  That same 

day, Opposer received an extension of time to oppose until July 30, 2016. 

I.   PRIOR USE IN COMMERCE BY OPPOSER AND LIKELIHOOD OF 

CONFUSION UNDER § 2(d), 15 U.S.C. §1052(d) 

 5.  Prior to Applicant’s claimed date of first use, Opposer had adopted and used in 

interstate commerce the mark MAGIC CLOTH (“Opposer’s Mark”) in connection with cloth 

used to diffuse, soften, and reflect light, for use in the photography, film, television, and theater 

industries, and has used that mark continuously since then. 

 6.  Upon information and belief, prior to any date by which Applicant had begun using in 

interstate commerce the Opposed Mark for Applicant’s goods, Opposer had adopted and used in 

interstate commerce Opposer’s Mark for Opposer’s goods.   

 7.  Applicant’s Opposed Mark is identical to Opposer’s Mark. 

 8.  Applicant’s goods are commercially related to Opposer’s goods.  More specifically, 

Applicant’s goods are identical, nearly identical, and/or closely related to Opposer’s goods.   

 9.  Because the respective marks are identical and the respective goods are identical, 

nearly identical, or at least commercially related, Opposer enjoys superior rights to its mark. 

 10.  The Opposed Mark so resembles Opposer’s mark as to be likely, when used on or in 

commerce with the goods of the Applicant, to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to 

deceive, in violation of Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. §1052(d). 

 11.   Opposer would be damaged by registration of Applicant’s Opposed Mark because 

such registration would constitute prima facie evidence of Applicant’s exclusive right to use the 

Opposed Mark for and in connection with Applicant’s goods, which would be inconsistent with 

and detrimental to Opposer’s superior rights in Opposer’s Mark. 
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II.   THE OPPOSED MARK IS GENERIC 

 12. In addition, or in the alternative, Opposer pleads the following. 

 13. Opposer and third parties have used the term “magic cloth” to denote a particular 

type of light diffusion cloth. 

 14. More particularly, opposer and third parties have used, and continue to use, the 

term “magic cloth” to denote a relatively heavy synthetic fiber fabric that exhibits a high level of 

light diffusion and which eliminates lighting “hot spots.”  

 15. Opposer and third parties have used, and continue to use, the term “magic cloth” 

to denote cloth having the same or similar light diffusion qualities as “CHIMERA® cloth
1
” and 

“full grid” cloth. 

 16. As a result of the longstanding use by Opposer and by third parties, the term 

“magic cloth” has become a generic term within the lighting industry for a relatively heavy 

synthetic fiber fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion and which eliminates lighting 

“hot spots.”   

 17. Specific examples of third parties’ generic uses of the term “magic cloth” are 

detailed and documented in the paragraphs below and in the exhibits referred to therein. 

 18. Within the lighting industry, third party Lighting by Steinheimer uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 19. An example of third party Lighting by Steinheimer’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” is shown in Exhibit 1.
2
 

 20. Exhibit 1 is an example of third party Lighting by Steinheimer using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

                                                 
1 CHIMERA® is a registered trademark of Chimera Investors LLC for the goods of light softening diffusers to 

mount to the fronts of photographic, film and video production lights. 
2 In Exhibits 1-15 the term “magic cloth” either by itself or in context is highlighted via a red box. 
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 21. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Lighting by 

Stienheinmer is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant 

The Rag Place, Inc.  

 22. Within the lighting industry, third party Barbizon Lighting Company uses the 

term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 

 23. An example of third party Barbizon Lighting Company’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” is shown in Exhibit 2 hereto. 

 24. Exhibit 2 is an example of third party Barbizon Lighting Company using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 25. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Barbizon 

Lighting Company is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, 

Applicant The Rag Place, Inc.  

 26. Within the lighting industry, third party Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC uses 

the term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 

 27. An example of third party Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC’s use of the term 

“magic cloth” is shown in Exhibit 3 hereto. 

 28. Exhibit 3 is an example of third party Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC using 

the term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 
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 29. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Barn Door 

Lighting Outfitters LLC is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, 

Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. 

 30. Within the lighting industry, third party Blue Rock Media Corp. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 31. An example of third party Blue Rock Media Corp.’s use of the term “magic cloth” 

is shown in Exhibit 4 hereto. 

 32. Exhibit 4 is an example of third party Blue Rock Media Corp.  using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 33. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Blue Rock Media 

Corp. is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The Rag 

Place, Inc.  

 34. Within the lighting industry, third party DTC Grip & Electric, Inc. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 35. An example of third party DTC Grip & Electric, Inc.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” is shown in Exhibit 5 hereto. 

 36. Exhibit 5 is an example of third party DTC Grip & Electric, Inc.  using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 37. Within the lighting industry, third party Geronimo Creek, Inc. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 38. An example of third party Geronimo Creek, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” 

is shown in Exhibit 6 hereto. 
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 39. Exhibit 6 is an example of third party Geronimo Creek, Inc.  using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 40. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Geronimo Creek, 

Inc. is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The Rag 

Place, Inc.  

 41. Within the lighting industry, Opposer Los Angeles Rag House, Inc. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 42. An example of Los Angeles Rag House, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” is 

shown in Exhibit 7 hereto. 

 43. Exhibit 7 is an example of Los Angeles Rag House, Inc. using the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 44. The “magic cloth” sold by Los Angeles Rag House, Inc. is not manufactured by, 

sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc.  

 45. Within the lighting industry, third party Advantage Gripware, Inc. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 46. An example of third party Advantage Gripware, Inc.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” is shown in Exhibit 8 hereto. 

 47. Exhibit 8 is an example of third party Advantage Gripware, Inc.  using the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 48. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Advantage 

Gripware, Inc. is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant 

The Rag Place, Inc.  
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 49. Within the lighting industry, third party LiteGear, Inc. uses the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 50. An example of third party LiteGear, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” is shown 

in Exhibit 9 hereto. 

 51. Exhibit 9 is an example of third party LiteGear, Inc. using the term “magic cloth” 

as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 52. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party LiteGear, Inc. is 

not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc.  

 53. Exhibit 10 is an example of third party LiteGear, Inc. using the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion, on the 

auction website eBay (www.ebay.com).   

 54. Exhibit 11 is an example of third party LiteGear, Inc. using the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion, on the 

online marketplace website Amazon (www.amazon.com). 

 55. Within the lighting industry, third party New York City Camera Co. uses the term 

“magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 56. An example of third party New York City Camera Co.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” is shown in Exhibit 12 hereto. 

 57. Exhibit 12 is an example of third party New York City Camera Co.  using the 

term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 
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 58. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party New York City 

Camera Co. is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The 

Rag Place, Inc.  

 59. Within the lighting industry, third party Modern Studio Equipment, Inc. uses the 

term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 

 60. An example of third party Modern Studio Equipment, Inc.’s use of the term 

“magic cloth” is shown in Exhibit 13 hereto. 

 61. Exhibit 13 is an example of third party Modern Studio Equipment, Inc. using the 

term “magic cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion. 

 62. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Modern Studio 

Equipment, Inc. is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant 

The Rag Place, Inc.  

 63. Within the lighting industry, third party Kaye Lites, Inc. uses the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 64. An example of third party Kaye Lites, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” is 

shown in Exhibit 14 hereto. 

 65. Exhibit 14 is an example of third party Kaye Lites, Inc. using the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion. 

 66. On information and belief, the “magic cloth” sold by third party Kaye Lites, Inc. 

is not manufactured by, sponsored by, nor affiliated in any way with, Applicant The Rag Place, 

Inc.  
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 67. Exhibit 15 hereto is an example of an on-line discussion on the American Society 

of Cinematographers’ (ASC) Instagram site in which consumers used the term “magic cloth.”   

 68. Exhibit 15 is an example of consumers using the term “magic cloth” as a generic 

term for synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light diffusion, and being “aka Chimera 

cloth.”   

 69.  “Magic cloth” is now a generic term for light diffusion cloth exhibiting a high 

level of light diffusion.   

 70. Opposer and others have a competitive and equal right to use the term “magic 

cloth” as a generic name for their goods. 

 71. By its Application, Applicant seeks to monopolize the generic use of the term 

“magic cloth” and affects the ability of Opposer to use the term generically.   

 72. If Applicant is allowed to obtain registration for the generic term “magic cloth,” it 

will effectively misappropriate for Applicant’s exclusive use a generic term, and cause injury and 

damage to Opposer and others.   

 73. Accordingly, the Application should be denied on the ground that the term “magic 

cloth” is the generic name for Applicant’s goods, and is incapable of functioning as a mark. 

III.   ABANDONMENT AND FAILURE TO POLICE UNDER 15 U.S.C. §1127 

 74. In the alternative, Applicant has abandoned any rights in the term “magic cloth” 

by failing to police.   

 75. Opposer repeats and re-alleges the allegations in paragraphs 13 - 73 above. 

 76. Specific examples of third parties using the term “magic cloth” to identify their 

own products, and/or to refer generically to synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion, are listed in paragraphs 18 - 68 above. 
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 77. Specific examples of third parties using the term “magic cloth” to identify their 

own products, and/or to refer generically to synthetic fabric that exhibits a high level of light 

diffusion, are shown in Exhibits 1-15 hereto. 

 78. On information and belief, Lighting by Steinheimer’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 79. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Lighting by Steinheimer demanding that that company stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 80. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Lighting by Steinheimer’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 

 81. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Lighting by Steinheimer from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to 

light diffusion cloth. 

 82. On information and belief, Barbizon Lighting Company’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 83. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Barbizon Lighting Company demanding that that company stop using the 

term “magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 84. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Barbizon Lighting Company’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 
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 85. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Barbizon Lighting Company from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to 

light diffusion cloth. 

 86. On information and belief, Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC’s use of the term 

“magic cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 87. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC demanding that that company stop using 

the term “magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 88. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes 

trademark infringement. 

 89. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Barn Door Lighting Outfitters LLC from using the term “magic cloth” to 

refer to light diffusion cloth. 

 90. On information and belief, Blue Rock Media Group’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 91. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Blue Rock Media Group demanding that that company stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 92. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Blue Rock Media Group’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 
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 93. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Blue Rock Media Group from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to 

light diffusion cloth. 

 94. On information and belief, DTC Grip & Electric, Inc.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to generically to a particular type of light diffusion cloth has been open, 

longstanding, and continuous. 

 95. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to DTC Grip & Electric, Inc. (“DTC”) demanding that DTC stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant, or that DTC stop 

using the term generically refer to a particular type of light diffusion cloth, or that DTC indicate 

in its materials that “magic cloth” is a trademark of The Rag Place. 

 96. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that DTC Grip & Electric, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 

 97. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop DTC Grip & Electric, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer 

generically to a particular type of light diffusion cloth. 

 98. On information and belief, Geronimo Creek, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” 

to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 99. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Geronimo Creek, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 
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 100. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Geronimo Creek, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 

 101. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Geronimo Creek, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to light 

diffusion cloth. 

 102. Los Angeles Rag House, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” to refer to light 

diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 103. Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-and-desist letter to Los 

Angeles Rag House, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the term “magic cloth” on the 

ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 104. Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit alleging that Los Angeles 

Rag House, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark infringement. 

 105. Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any policing action to stop Los 

Angeles Rag House, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth. 

 106. On information and belief, Advantage Gripware, Inc.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 107. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Advantage Gripware, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 108. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Advantage Gripware, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 
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 109. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Advantage Gripware, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to 

light diffusion cloth. 

 110. On information and belief, LiteGear, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” to refer 

to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 111. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to LiteGear, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the term “magic 

cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 112. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that LiteGear, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark infringement. 

 113. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop LiteGear, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to light diffusion 

cloth. 

 114. On information and belief, New York City Camera Co.’s use of the term “magic 

cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 115. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to New York City Camera Co. demanding that that company stop using the term 

“magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 116. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that New York City Camera Co.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark 

infringement. 
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 117. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop New York City Camera Co. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to 

light diffusion cloth. 

 118. On information and belief, Modern Studio Equipment, Inc.’s use of the term 

“magic cloth” to refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 119. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Modern Studio Equipment, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the 

term “magic cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 120. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Modern Studio Equipment, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes 

trademark infringement. 

 121. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Modern Studio Equipment, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to 

refer to light diffusion cloth. 

 122. On information and belief, Kaye Lites, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” to 

refer to light diffusion cloth has been open, longstanding, and continuous. 

 123. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent a cease-

and-desist letter to Kaye Lites, Inc. demanding that that company stop using the term “magic 

cloth” on the ground that “magic cloth” is a trademark of Applicant. 

 124. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed a lawsuit 

alleging that Kaye Lites, Inc.’s use of the term “magic cloth” constitutes trademark infringement. 
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 125. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any 

policing action to stop Kaye Lites, Inc. from using the term “magic cloth” to refer to light 

diffusion cloth. 

 126. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent any cease-

and-desist letters to eBay demanding that eBay not allow users to sell on eBay “magic cloth” that 

does not originate from Applicant. 

 127. On information and belief, Applicant The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent any cease-

and-desist letters to Amazon demanding that Amazon not allow vendors to sell “magic cloth” 

that does not originate from Applicant. 

 128. Collectively, the third parties’ uses of the term “magic cloth” to refer to light 

diffusion cloth has been open, notorious, longstanding, and continuous, including but not limited 

to the third party uses shown in Exhibits 1-15.   

 129. On information and belief, The Rag Place, Inc. has not sent any cease-and-desist 

letters to any third parties demanding that those third parties stop using the term “magic cloth” to 

refer to light diffusion cloth. 

 130. On information and belief, The Rag Place, Inc. has not filed any trademark 

infringement lawsuits against any third party alleging trademark infringement with respect to the 

term “magic cloth.”   

 131. On information and belief, The Rag Place, Inc. has not taken any action to stop 

third parties from using the term “magic cloth.” 

 132. On information and belief, The Rag Place, Inc. has not policed its claimed 

“MAGIC CLOTH” trademark against any of the third party uses shown in Exhibits 1-15. 
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 133. On information and belief, The Rag Place, Inc. has not policed its claimed 

“MAGIC CLOTH” trademark against any third parties. 

 134. Accordingly, Applicant has abandoned any rights in the term “magic cloth” under 

Section 45, 15 U.S.C. §1127 by failing to enforce any such rights against widespread uses by 

others of the term, and thus the term has lost any significance as an indication of origin, to the 

extent that it ever had such significance.    

 

 WHEREFORE, Opposer prays that the Opposition be sustained and that the application 

for registration of the Opposed Mark be refused. 

 

  

 Respectfully submitted, 

       

 

Dated:      November 17, 2016     /s/  Joel D. Voelzke   

      Joel D. Voelzke (Reg. No. 37,957) 

   
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW OFFICES 

OF JOEL VOELZKE, APC 

24772 W. Saddle Peak Road 

Malibu, CA  90265-3042 

Tel: (310) 317-4466 

Fax: (310) 317-4499 

email:  joel@voelzke.com 
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Exhibit 5 



Qty                    FLAGS Qty                    FLAGS Qty             OVERHEADS

____18"x24" Open Frame ____4'x4' Snap Grid ____6'x6' Magic Cloth

____18"x24" Sandwich ____4'x4' Bleached Muslin ____8'x8' Frame

____18"x24" Solid ____4'x4' Griffolyn ____8'x8' Butterfly Kit

____18"x24" Refrasil ____4'x4' Gold ____8'x8' Eggcrate

____18"x24" Metal Solid ____4'x4' Silver ____8'x8' Solid

____18"x24" Single ____4'x4' Ultrabounce Tent ____8'x8' Black Velvet

____18"x24" Single White Net ____4'x4' Checkerboard ____8'x8' Single

____18"x24" Double ____4'x4' Cucoloris Celo ____8'x8' Double

____18"x24" Triple ____4'x4' Cucoloris Wood ____8'x8' Poly Silk

____18"x24" Silk ____10"x12" Open Frame ____8'x8' China Silk

____18"x24" China Silk ____10"x12" Solid ____8'x8' Quarter Silk

____18"x24" Quarter Silk ____10"x12" Single ____8'x8' Black Silk

____18"x24" Black Silk ____10"x12" Double ____8'x8' Full Grid Cloth

____18"x24" Black China Silk ____10"x12" Silk ____8'x8' Full Grid (Silent)

____18"x24" Quarter Black Silk ____10"x12" China Silk ____8'x8' Half Grid

____18"x24" Full Grid ____10"x12" Black Silk ____8'x8' Half Grid (Silent)

____18"x24" Half Grid ____10"x12" Lavender ____8'x8' Quarter Grid

____18"x24" Quarter Grid ____12"x18" Open Frame ____8'x8' Bleached Muslin

____18"x24" Bleached Muslin ____12"x18" Solid ____8'x8' Unbleached Muslin

____18"x24" Gold Lame ____12"x18" Single ____8'x8' Black Muslin

____18"x24" Silver Lame ____12"x18" Double ____8'x8' HiLite

____18"x24" Lavender ____12"x18" Silk ____8'x8' Full Soft Frost

____18"x24" Cucoloris Celo ____12"x18" Lavender ____8'x8' Half Soft Frost

____18"x24" Cucoloris Wood ____10"x42" Solid Cutter ____8'x8' Silent Frost

____24"X36" Open Frame ____10"x48" Cutter ____8'x8' B/W Griffolyn

____24"x36" Sandwich ____18"x48" Cutter ____8'x8' Gold Lame

____24"x36" Solid ____18"x72" Cutter ____8'x8' Hard Silver

____24"X36" Refrasil ____24"x48" Cutter ____8'x8' Silver Lame

____24"X36" Metal Solid ____24"x48" Single ____8'x8' Gold/Silver Checker

____24"x36" Single ____24"x60" Cutter ____8'x8' Bright White

____24"x36" Single White Net ____24"x72" Cutter ____8'x8' Ultrabounce

____24"x36" Double ____24"x72" Floppy Cutter ____8'x8' Magic Cloth

____24"x36" Triple ____3'x3' Open Frame ____12'x12' Frame

____24"x36" Poly Silk ____3'x3' Solid ____12'x12' Butterfly Kit

____24"x36" China Silk ____3'x3' Cucoloris ____12'x12' Eggcrate

____24"x36" Quarter Silk ____Dot & Finger Set ____12'x12' Solid

____24"x36" Black Silk ____5' Octa Grid ____12'x12' Velvet

____24"x36" Black China Silk ____12'x12' Single

____24"x36" Full Grid Qty             OVERHEADS ____12'x12' White Single Net

____24"x36" Half Grid ____6'x6' Frame ____12'x12' Double

____24"x36" Quarter Grid ____6'x6' Butterfly Kit ____12'x12' Poly Silk

____24"x36" Ultrabounce Tent ____6'x6' Eggcrate ____12'x12' China Silk

____24"x36" Bleached Muslin ____6'x6' Solid ____12'x12' Quarter Silk

____24"x36" B/W Griffolyn ____6'x6' Black Velvet ____12'x12' Black Silk

____24"X 36" Lavender ____6'x6' Single ____12'x12' Full Grid Cloth

____24"X36" Cucoloris Celo ____6'x6' Double ____12'x12' Full Grid (Silent)

____24"x36" Cucoloris Wood ____6'x6' Poly Silk ____12'x12' Half Grid Cloth

____4'x4' Open Frame ____6'x6' China Silk ____12'x12' Half Grid (Silent)

____4'x4' Solid Floppy ____6'x6' Quarter Silk ____12'x12' Quarter Grid Cloth

____4'x4' Refrasil ____6'x6' Black Silk ____12'x12' Black Grid

____4'x4' Metal Flag ____6'x6' Full Grid Cloth ____12'x12' Wind Grid

____4'x4' Single ____6'x6' Full Grid (Silent) ____12'x12' Bleached Muslin

____4'x4' Single White Net ____6'x6' Half Grid Cloth ____12'x12' Black Muslin

____4'x4' Double ____6'x6' Half Grid (Silent) ____12'x12' Unbleached Muslin

____4'x4' Triple ____6'x6' Quarter Grid Cloth ____12'x12' HiLite

____4'x4' Poly Silk ____6'x6' Bleached Muslin ____12'x12' Full Soft Frost

____4'x4' China Silk ____6'x6' Unbleached Muslin ____12'x12' Half Soft Frost

____4'x4' Quarter Silk ____6'x6' HiLite ____12'x12' Silent Frost

____4'x4' Black Silk ____6'x6' Half Soft Frost ____12'x12' B/W Griffolyn

____4'x4' Black China Silk ____6'x6' Silent Frost ____12'x12' Clear Griffolyn

____4'x4' Quarter Black Silk ____6'x6' B/W Griffolyn ____12'x12' Gold Lame

____4'x4' Full Grid ____6'x6' Gold Griff ____12'x12' Hard Gold

____4'x4' Half Grid ____6'x6' Hard Silver ____12'x12' Silver Lame

____4'x4' Quarter Grid ____6'x6' Gold/Silver Checker ____12'x12' Hard Silver

____6'x6' Ultra Bounce



Qty             OVERHEADS Qty             OVERHEADS Qty             OVERHEADS

____12'x12' Gold/Silver Checker ____12'x20' Bleached Muslin ____8'x8' Green Screen - Chroma

____12'x12' Ultrabounce ____12'x20' Unbleached Muslin ____8'x8' Green Screen - Digi

____12'x12' Magic Cloth ____12'x20' Half Soft Frost ____12'x12' Green Screen - Chroma

____12'x12' Day Blue ____12'x20' B/W Griffolyn ____12'x12' Green Screen - Digi

____12'x12' Cucoloris ____12'x20' Clear Griffolyn ____20'x20' Green Screen-Chroma

____20'x20' Frame ____12'x20' Gold Lame ____20'x20' Green Screen - Digi

____20'x20' Irrigation Pipe Frame ____12'x20' Silver Lame ____12'x20' Green Screen-Chroma

____20'x20' Breakdown Frame ____12'x20' Checkerboard ____12'x20' Green Screen - Digi

____20'x20' Butterfly Kit ____12'x20' Ultrabounce ____20'x30' Green Screen-Chroma

____20'x20' Solid ____20'x30' Frame - Irrigation Pipe ____30'x40' Green Screen-Chroma

____20'x20' Single ____20'x30' Solid ____6'x6' Camo Net

____20'x20' Double ____20'x30' Bleached Muslin ____12'x12' Camo Net

____20'x20' Poly Silk ____20'x30' Ultrabounce ____20'x20' Camo Net

____20'x20' China Silk ____20'x40' Frame - Irrigation Pipe ____20'x20' White Camo Net

____20'x20' Quarter Silk ____20'x40' China Silk ____5'x10' Camo Net

____20'x20' Black Silk ____30'x30' Frame - Irrigation Pipe ____10'x12' Backdrop - Mocha

____20'x20' Full Grid Cloth ____30'x30' Poly Silk ____10'x12' Backdrop - Sky Blue

____20'x20' Full Grid (Silent) ____30'x30' Bleached Muslin ____10'x12' Backdrop - Grey

____20'x20' Half Grid Cloth ____30'x40' Frame - Irrigation Pipe ____10'x20' Backdrop - Grey

____20'x20' Half Grid (Silent) ____30'x40' Poly Silk ____12'x24' Gray Background

____20'x20' Quarter Grid Cloth ____40'x40' Frame - Irrigation Pipe

____20'x20' Quarter Grid Silent ____40'x60' Poly Silk

____20'x20' Black Grid ____40'x60' Bleached Muslin

____20'x20' Bleached Muslin ____8'x8' Blue Screen - Chroma

____20'x20' Unbleached Muslin ____8'x8' Blue Screen - Digi

____20'x20' HiLite ____12'x12' Blue Screen - Chroma

____20'x20' Full Soft Frost ____12'x12' Blue Screen - Digi

____20'x20' Half Soft Frost ____20'x20' Blue Screen - Chroma

____20'x20' Silent Frost ____20'x20' Blue Screen - Digi

____20'x20' B/W Griffolyn ____12'x20' Blue Screen - Chroma

____20'x20' Clear Griffolyn ____12'x20' Blue Screen - Digi

____20'x20' Gold Lame ____40'x120' Blue Screen

____20'x20' Silver Lame

____20'x20' Checkerboard Lame

____20'x20' Ultrabounce

____20'x20' Magic Cloth

____12'x20' Frame

____12'x20' Solid

____12'x20' Water Solid

____12'x20' Single

____12'x20' Double

____12'x20' Poly Silk

____12'x20' China Silk

____12'x20' Quarter Silk

____12'x20' Full Grid Cloth

____12'x20' Half Grid Cloth

____12'x20' Quarter Grid Cloth

NOTES
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